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From GENEVA 60 km // motorway
From ZURICH 225 km // motorway via Yverdon
From BERN 115 km // motorway via Yverdon
From VEVEY-MONTREUX 60 km // motorway to Geneva

Direction Lausanne-Nord
1 Exit Lausanne-Crissier
2 At the traffic lights, direction Chezeaux-Yverdon [left turn]
3 At the roundabout, direction Chezeaux [straight forward]
the Kudelski building is on the left-hand side, after about 3 km

Direction Lausanne-South - Geneva
1 Exit Lausanne-Crissier
2 At the traffic lights, direction Chezeaux-Yverdon [left turn]
3 At the roundabout, direction Chezeaux [straight forward]
the Kudelski building is on the left-hand side, after about 3 km

Exit Lausanne-Blécherette
1 At the traffic lights, direction Échallens [straight forward]
2 At the next traffic lights, take right direction Yverdon/Neuchâtel
3 Arriving in Chezeaux, at the first roundabout, go straight direction Crissier
4 At the next roundabout after 300 m, take left direction Crissier
the Kudelski building is on the right-hand side after about 400 m